
 

 

Woodstock Board of Education 
Minutes 
Finance Subcommittee Special Meeting  
Superintendent’s Conference Room 
Tuesday, February 21, 2018 
6:30 PM  
  
Members Present:  Megan Bard Morse, Hans Frankhouser, Adam Keser 
Members Absent:  
Others Present:  Cindy Alberts, Holly Dearborn, Joan Fortin, Julie Woodland (7:15), Viktor Toth, Karen 
Munroe, Wendy Durand 
 

I. Call to Order   
Chair Bard-Morse called the meeting to order at 6:39 pm. 
 

II. Approve Minutes of February 13, 2018 
Kesser mentioned a possible spelling error then MOVED to approve the minutes.  Frankhouser 
seconded.  Motion carried unanimously. 
 

III. 2018-2019 Budget 
Superintendent Toth started presentation with the fact the Administration had been brainstorming 
and throwing out “insane” ideas and also not ruling out “low hanging fruit”.  Bard Morse had asked 
about Superintendent Toth’s professional development and what is required to have.  Staff, 
equipment, maintenance, and other had been brought up.  Frankhouser mentioned that Non-lapsing 
account could cover some maintenance expenses.  There was still no answer regarding Insurance 
costs or numbers.  Pre-K costs and possible revenue discussions were had.  Cutting staff and the 
impact on class size was discussed.  The position of the Truancy officer had been brought up.   
Bard Morse had spoke of “drawing a line in the sand “  and stating this is what we need with no cuts 
in respect to the presentation of the budget to the Board of Finance.  Kesser agreed. Frankhouser then 
had stated we need to have a realistic number presented to the BOF not necessarily a philosophical 
one.  Bard Morse talked of having separate proposal cuts distributed as more information surfaces. 
Superintendent Toth asked the question on whether The School security is the property of the BOE 
budget.  Bard Morse had mentioned that it will be a part of BOE budget when we can fund every 
teacher that we need.   The 1.6 million was discussed to be the “bare bones” budget with then the 
difficulty in trying to get that number down to $974,977 and then also down to $537,000.  Munroe 
had discussed that some numbers are still not “hard numbers”.  Workers comp. dollar figures have 
not yet been derived.  The insurance reserve was brought up by Superintendent Toth as a possibility. 
The question of asking for an emergency exception for Academy’s $537, 000 was also suggested by 
Superintendent Toth.  Self funded vs. fully insured insurance programs were thrown on the table for 
discussions. 
 
 

IV. Citizen’s Comments 
Joan Fortin vehemently urged to “just give them the number of what we got.” in regards to the 
Budget presentation to BOF.   
Woodland said that we should identify what was removed from the list and this is what upcoming 
could be cut.  Classroom size should also be presented. 
Bard Morse stated that all items should be visible to public.   
Frankhouser had discussed the use of  Non lapsing for expenses which Munroe stated could be used 
for Special Education.  
Fortin had asked questions regarding the “Green Energy” numbers and if they were lower. Woodland 
had emphatically expressed that we are “way” benefitting as a town with Solar Panels. 
 

V. Adjournment 



 

 

Keser MOVED to adjourn. Frankhouser seconded. Motion carried unanimously.  
Meeting adjourned at 8:04 pm. 
 
Respectfully Submitted, 
 
Hans Frankhouser 
Finance Subcommittee Clerk 


